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16. Abstract
The importance of a uniform current density profile in the exhaust beamof an electrostatic ion
thruster is discussed in terms of thrust level and accelerator system lifetime. A residence time
_pproach is used to explain the nonuniform beamcurrent density profile of the SERTII divergent
nagnetic field thruster and to propose a magnetic field modification (the cusped magnetic field
geometry) which should produce a highly uniform beam profile. A discharge chamber model is proposed
and mathematical expressions are derived which relate the thruster discharge power loss, propellant
utilization, and double-to-single ion density ratio to the geometry and plasma properties of the dis-
charge chamber. These relationships are applied to a cylindrical discharge chamber model of the
SERTII thruster and suggest that, in addition to the magnetic field modification, the discharge
chamber length of this thruster should be reduced. These modifications should result in a thruster
having a highly uniform beam profile, good performance, and a low double ion population.
Experimental results are presented for a wide range of the discharge chamber length. The thruster
designed for this investigation was operated with a cusped magnetic field as well as a divergent field
geometry, and the cusped field geometry is shown to be superior from the standpoint of beamprofile
uniformity,performance,and doubleion population.Beam profilemeasurements6 mm downstreamof the
acceleratorgrid indicatethe beamprofileflatnessparameter(whichquantitativelydescribesthe
uniformityof the profile)is 0.7,and throttledthrusteroperationresultsin a beamflatness
parameterof 0.82. At about the same thrustand performancelevels,the beam flatnessparameterof
the cuspedfieldthrusteris 40 percenthigherthanthe SERT It thrustervalue. This impliesa
40 percentincreasein the acceleratorsystemlifetimedue to a reductionin localizederosionof the
acceleratorgrid causedby the impingementof charge-exchangeions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Propellingspace vehiclesby electricalmeans was proposedas early
as 1906 by Robert H. Goddard[l], and since that time numerouselectric
space propulsionconceptshave been introduced[1,2]. Among these pro-
posals the electrostaticaccelerationof positiveions is generally
consideredthe most promisingfor high-impulsespace missions. In
particular,the electron-bombardmention thrusterintroducedin 1960
[3,4] remainstoday the most likelychoice for primaryand many auxil-
iary space propulsionneeds [5]. A discussionof the historical
developmentand currenttechnologystatusof electron-bombardmention
thrusterscan be found in the literature[5,8].
ThrusterLifetime
The low-thrustnatureof electron-bombardmention thrusters
requireslong missiontimes to achievethe desiredspacecraftvelocity
increment. This requirementdictatesthrusterdesignswhich can operate
for extendedperiodsof time; perhapsas long as 20,000 hours [9,10].
Designingthrustersto operatefor such long missiontimes poses many
uniqueand challengingproblemsfor the designerand requireslife-
testingof criticalthrustercomponentsunder simulatedspace conditions.
The operationallifetimeof a thrusteris usuallydeterminedby the
failureof one of its componentsrather than failureof the thrusteras
a whole. However,in some instancesan early failuremay be due to an
•+ irlL.(!rcl¢.+_.i_fl b,_l.w_.._t]ft I.vi(J <Jr+ lil()r'( _ _()lill)(Jrl(_flf;.'_ _qtii(+f, ,i,tl v :.i',l.++i / If,i('J ItltJ(_:h
• Ion!jet lifeLime:,, t)h' _:;<Uml_It_,I._I Lhrusl._r,, ut.... ,+, i,t. ,. ii
+ s,_a_-e(:r,_ft, which was IdU)i_.he_l i)+I 191U [l II, l,;)i(.,, ,,', ,( re,u d ,,l
electrical shorts in the ut;c(el_.rator system, llu.: ,,.,,l',e of t.i_+ luilut_:
was due not to poor ac.c:elerato_' sysl.elu design+ bul. t,, tt_e ,:l(_se prox_m_
: of the accelerator (]rid and llJe _eut.r'd]izer cut1_lJ,lu ,]ssembly. Low-
energy ions created by the neutralizer discharue vJe,'e dccelerated to t_t
: downstream side of the accelerator g,'id resulting] in localized sputter-
ing. Metallic fragments produced by the erosion process eventually
became lodged between the screen and accelerator orids resulting in a,
electrical short. The problem has s inre been eliminated simply [)y
relocating the neutralizer cathode.
The extension of the elecLron+bombardment thruster lifetime from
the lO0 or so hours of the earliest designs to ar+)uud lO,OOO hours for
!
°_ the more recent designs [12] has involved a somewhat systematic process
.. of prolonging the life of individual componenl:s, l)_ring a development
!
-_'+ program the same thruster component may emerge peri()dic.ally as the
e_
• lifetime limitation. An example is the accelerat()r system which, as
r, discussed earlier, failed and caused the termination of the SERT II
" mission. The source of this failure was easily con,iectured from the
results of subsequent ground tests, and a siml)le sulution w+_s identified
and incorporated into current thruster des.igns. Ther+:, urn:, however,
addi_.icma] accelerator system erosi(), l)he,omeud which ,_re re(:o_l, ized
it)clay ,is posing potenti+_l life lilnit,_t, iun_.: (I) u_,_siun of t.he accel-
erat()r qrid caused by <:harq_- exc_u_lq_.' iml_i_i_l_'_,l'!_l. (2) ac:(:elerat_)r qrid
(,ro:,ic)r_ <:+'ttl'-,+++ll)v dir_'t.l it+t_ iml_it+,lt+'met_t, and (3) _!r+-)*,it)n ()f th++' s_reen
(Iri(J ,)+, +1rl+,.uJf ,)f l>(_u,j),t+'<Itlt('l)l. I,V _l(_tJl,l,/ ( h,_r,++,<li,_l)',.
3Charge-exchange ions are produced when an i_n and neutral passing
thrQugh the accelerator system exchange identity. This process occurs
when an electron leaves the slow neutral and attaches itself to the
', fast ion. The mercury charge-exchange cross section is about
6 x lO'19m 2 for the ion energy range of interest to electric propulsion,
• and this is by far the largest of any of the cross sections associated
with the reactions occurring during thruster operation. The products
of the charge-exchange reaction are a fast neutral and slow ion, and if
the reaction occurs near the negative accelerator grid the low-energy
ion will be accelerated toward the grid and upon impact may cause con-
siderable sputtering damage. The severity of the problem is illustrated
in Figure 1 which shows the charge-exchange erosion pattern observed on
the downstream side of an accelerator grid after having been operated
_=.:,, for about 3,000 hours. Deep triangular pits are formed in the regions
i surrounded by three adjacent holes where the impinging current density
...._ is highest. Although these deep pits are first to erode completely
i
• through, failure of the accelerator grid results from the eventual
.... " breakthrough of the shallower troughs in the regions adjacent to two
holes. The upstream side of the accelerator grid also undergoes charge-
exchange erosion; but at a much lower rate.
Direct ion impingement upon the accelerator grid (as opposed to
charge-exchange ion impingement) may result during thruster operation at
high plasma density conditions. Under these conditions the plasma
sheath tends to penetrate the screen grid holes and assumes a curvature
Mercury is generally chosen as a propellant because of its low
ionization potential, high molecular weight, and ease in handling and
storing.
d
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Fi!lure 1. Charge-exchange ion erosion pattern on the downstream
side of an accelerator grid. (Photo courtesy of
llughes Research Laboratories, Malihu, California.)
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which can direct plasma ions into trajectories terminatinq on the
accelerator grid. Low plasma density operation can also cause direct
ion ir_plngement as a result of crossover trajectories. Crossover occurs
when the plasma sheath recedes away from the screen grid aperture and
assumes a highly concave geometry which tends to focus ions along tra-
jectories which cross over the axis of the hole. The low-density region
near the chamber wall can also cause direct ion impingement when the
plasma sheath moves upstream to compensate for the reduction in plasma
density and assumes a nonsymmetrical shape which directs ions onto one
side of the accelerator grid hole. Due to the nonuniform plasma
density profile which exists inside most discharge chambers, the first
effect tends to occur in the center of the chamber where the plasma
density is high while the other two effects occur near the edge of the
chamber where the plasma density is lower.
Screen grid erosion due to the impingement of doubly charged ions
may also represent a lifetime limit on accelerator systems. Although
the ion energy is considerably less than in the case of charge exchange
and direct impingement, the amount of material available for erosion is
substantially reduced also. This is because good thruster performance
requires thin screen grids to minimize recombination losses and thick
accelerator grids to minimize neutral particle loss. The long-term
effects of double ion erosion can be serious [13], and perhaps the best
approach to eliminating this problem is to reduce the number, as well
as the energy, of the double ions present in the discharge chamber.
Substantial progress in this area has been realized recently by use of
small-hole accelerator grids [14]. These electrodes have accelerator
6holes which are only about one..half the diameter of the .',creen grid
hoic _ and, at the same propellant flow rate, result in a hiqher neutral
density within the discharge chamber. This allows efficient operation
at much lower discharge voltage levels which results in a reduction in
double ion production rate and particle energy.
I.
; Present Investigation
..... The specific objective of the present investigation is to increase
the accelerator grid lifetime by reducing local charge-exchange ion
erosion. The most direct approach to the problem is to reduce the rate
=:_-i of production of charge-exchange ions. Some insight into Flow this
'_ might be accomplished can be gained by considering the expres_sion for
the accelerator grid charge-exchange current
i;
ICE = noJB_cEV (I)
_ where ICE accelerator grid charge-exchange current
no : neutral particle density
Jg = beam current density
oCE : charge-exchange cross section
°_ V = charge-exchange ion production volume
The charge-exchange cross section oCE is determined by the choice
of propellant and the optimum specific impulse for the mission, while
the volume V is determined by the accelerator system design parameters
(grid spacing and thickness, location of the neutralization plane, and
!
beamlet diameter). Therefore, for a given accelerator system the only
I
' I
7other variables remaining which are at the designers disposal are the
_I neutraldensityand beam currentdensity. For a given propellantflow
rate the beam current density is proportional to the propellant utiliza-
tion nu, and the neutral density is proportional to the quantity
1 - nu, The charge-exchange current can thus be expressed as a simple
propurtionality
ICE _ nu(l - nu) (2)
!_ From this expression one can see that the charge-exchange current is
zero when the propellant utilization is either zero or unity. The
i:
_ former case corresponds to all the propellant exiting the thruster in
_, the unionized state and is of no interest to space propulsion. The
i lattercase is unrealisticfrom physicalconsiderationssince a pro-
_ibitively large power supply would be required to ionize lO0 percent
, of the propellant. This can be illustrated by considering a typical
i:
thruster performance curve presented in Figure 2. The performance
_i parameterplottedas the ordinateis the dischargepower loss, or the
energy expended in producing a beam ion, and is calculated by use of
the expression
p : I_n°-d-eVan°---de- (3)
Ibeam
*Propellantutilizationis definedas the fractionof the total
propellantflow rate which exits the thrusterin the ionizedstate.
This parameteris of great importancein the electricpropulsionfield
since particlesleavingthe acceleratorsystemas neu_.alsproduce
negligiblethrust.
mFigure 2. Typical thruster performance curve.
.... .... " __ ,, ,,, ..... -'TT_I ..... T '_II a _ I I I
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where P = discharge power loss, eV/ion
lanod e : anode current
Vanode = anode potential
Ibeam = beam current
The bend in the performance curve is referred to as the "knee" of the
curve and generally represents the optimum operating point. Operation
to the right of the performance curve knee requires a substantial
increase in power supply weight with a relatively small reduction in
propellant weight. Operation to the left of the knee results in a
substantial increase in propellant mass accompanied by only a slight
decrease in power supply mass. Equation 2 indicates a higher charge-
exchange current will generally result from thruster operation to the
left of the knee.
At first glance it appears little can be done to reduce the
charge-exchange ion production. However, closer examination of Figure
1 indicates the erosion damage is strongly dependent on the radial
coordinate, and the erosion rate Is greatest on the thruster centerline.
Current density measurements in the thruster exhaust beam reveal the
profile is quite peaked, and the maximum current density occurs on the
beam _enterline. These observations, along with the dependence of the
charge-exr:hange current on the local beam current density as illus-
trated by Equation I, explain the radial variation of the charqe-
exchange erosion. A quantity which describes the nonuniformity of the
beam current density profile is the flatness parameter F which is
defined as the ratio of averaqe-to-maximum beain current density.
• I
10
Assuming the beam is axisymmetric the flatness parameter can be
calculated by the relation
fo R 27rrj(r)dr
:i F = (4)
-,'i_ _R2jmax
_ where F : beam flatness parameter
Zj:2i
r = radial coordinate
::_ R : beam radius
j = current density
_ Figure 3 presents an example of two beam p_ofiles which have the
=:_ same average current density. The uniform profile has a flatness
% parameter of 1.0, and the nonuniform profile (a cosine distribution)
has a value of F equal to 0.46. This nonuniform profile is typical of
state-of-the-art divergent field chamber designs and indicates the
i current density at the beam center is more than twice the value that
would exist with a uniform profile having the same integrated current.
The dependence of the accelerator grid erosion rate on local beam
current density suggests the grid (assumed to have homogeneous compo-
• sition and thickness) will wear through first in regions where the
current density is a maximum. Experimental measurements indicate the
o current density is a maximum on the beam centerline, and, thus, the
wear rate pattern illustrated in Figure 1 is to be expected. These
• observations suggest an improvement in accelerator grid life could be
realized by distributing the charge-exchange ion erosion more evenly
II
G_
.-F :0.46
5 -
Fiaure 3. Beamcurrent density profiles.
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across the grid. The correlation between erosion and current density
profiles suggests a more uniform erosion rate could be realized by
increasing the beam flatness parameter.
An additional incentive for achieving a uniform current density
profile can be illustrated by use of the thrust equation for an
electrostatic accelerator
T : JaveA(2mV+/q) I/2 (5)
where T = thrust
Jave = average current density
A : beam area
V+ = net accelerating potential
q/m = propellant charge-to-mass ratio
For a given propellant, exhaust velocity, and thruster diameter, the
thrust equation reduces to a simple proportionality between thrust and
average beam current density. By introducing the beam flatness
parameter F, the proportionality can be written as
T _ FJmax (6)
Since the accelerator grid lifetime is determined by the maximum beam
current density, Equation 6 indicates the thrust is directly propor-
tional to beam flatness for a given accelerator grid lifetime. Uniform
beam profiles are therefore seen to be highly desirable from the
13
standpoint of (I) increasing accelerator grid lifetime at a given
thrust level by reducing localized charge-exchange ion erosion or (2)
increasing the thrust level for a given accelerator grid lifetime.
Either improvement is of interest to the thruster designer, and
together they form the basis of this investigation.
L
i Unless otherwise noted, SI (rationalized mks) units are used
I
I throughout this paper.
_c-_ II. DISCHARGECHAMBERTHEORY
A brief qualitative description of the operation of electron-
bombardment ion thrusters is presented as the first part of this
chapter. The plasma properties and operating parameters given are
!
representative of mercury which was the propellant used in this investi-
: gation. A discussion of the thruster magnetic field geometry and its
. relationship to the shape of the beam current density profile is given
L
in the second part of the chapter. The third se_ion presents the
application of a neutral residence time theory to a modern discharge
chamber design and suggests a magnetic field modification which should
, produce a more uniform ion beam current density profile. Fhe final
_• sections discuss the effects this modification is expected to produce
on thruster performance and the discharge chamber double ion content.
Thruster Operation
i Contemporary electron-bombardment ion thrusters consist of a
cylindrical discharge chamber with a set of grids mounted at the down-
stream end as illustrated in Figure 4, The cylindrical chamber wall
serves as the anode, and the upstream end of the chamber houses a
hollow cathode [7]. The cathode is mounted within a soft-iron pole
piece and is shielded from the bulk of the thruster discharge by use of
circular baffle. This divides the thruster into two discharge region_
and {_rovides sputter erosion protection for the hollow cathode.
I i
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Figure 4. Electron-bombardment ion thruster.
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I Operational lifetimes on the order of I0_000 hours have been realized
• with this arrangement [15].
The ion accelerating system consists of two closely-spaced grids
_ containing many small diameter holes. The grids have a slightlyj
'_ spherical shape which gives the desired stability under the thermal
loading produced by temperature gradients in both the radial and axial
directions. The screen grid has as large an open-area fraction as
,I structural and fabrication considerations will permit. Usually this
' amounts to about a 70 percent open-area fraction which is sufficient to
extract nearly all the ions reaching the accelerator system. In order
to minimize ion recombination on the walls of the cylindrical holes, the
I screen grid is made as thin as structural and fabrication considerations
i
will allow. The accelerator grid, on the other hand, usually has a low
• open-area fraction and can be much thicker, both of which help to
minimize the loss of neutral particles. The extracted ion beam is
current and space charge neutralized to eliminate spacecraft charging
and space charge accumulation within the ion beam. Neutralization is
achieved by the use of a hollow cathode neutralizer which is similar
o
in design to the hollow cathode used inside the thruster.
, During typical thruster operation with mercury propellant, up to
90-95 percent of the neutral gas is injected into the thruster at the
upstream end of the discharge chamber. The remainder of the propellant
enters through the hollow cathode. The neutral gas density near the
accelerator system is of the order of 1018 m-3 and is essentially
independent of propellant flow rate at efficient operatinq conditions
[6]. The low neutral density results in free-molecular flow of the
I! ,.
17
at)n. c species, and the neutrals acquire the mean chanll)er wall
temperature of around 500 OK.
lonization of the neutral propellant atoms, which reside in the
• ground energy state and various excited states, is accomplished by
electron impact involving two groups of ionizing electrons. The first
group is comprised of the electrons which are accelerated from the
_! hollow cathode into the main discharge region, and these electrons
i,
acquire an energy roughly equal to the difference in the plasma poten-
tials of the two regions. The difference in potential is usually of
the order of 30 V, and the high-energy electrons in this group are
referred to as monoenergetic, or primary, electrons. The second group
of electrons originates from the inelastic interactions of the primary
electrons with neutrals and ions. These interactions reduce the energy
I of the primary electrons low-energy
and release secondary electrons.
_ The low-energy electrons rapidly randomize and approximate a Maxwellian
_: distribution of energies characterized by a temperature of the order of
_ 5 eV. The Maxwellian group usually contains 90-95 percent of the plasma
electrons. However, this value can change with thruster size and
i geometry and is quite sensitive to thruster operating conditions. The
D remainder of the electrons are primaries which, although few in number,
contribute a large percentage of the ionizations due to their higher
energy.
During operation the propellant gas is only partially ionized, and
i an electron density of about I017 m-3 is typical. The rel_1.ively lowelectron temperature and high density retults in a Debye_lenqth of
5 x lO-5nl. The Debye number is about 6 x 104 , and under the,,e
conditions the plasma may be considered quasi-neutral.
11_
Magnetic Field
The mean free path for electron-atom ionizing collisions is about
20 m for 30-40 eV electrons and a neutral density of 1018 m-3. Since
the path length is much greater than the thruster dimensions, a magnetic
field is employed to prevent electrons from escaping to the anode with-
r out first encountering a neutral. Magnetic field strengths of about
5 x 10-3 W/m2 are typical of most electron-bombardment thrusters and
! result in an electron gyro radius of about 4 x 10-3 m for 30 eV
electrons. The io!as, on the other hand, are essentially unaffected by
the magnetic field due to their large mass.
The shape of the ion beam current density profile is highly in-
fluenced by the magnetic field geometry which exists inside the dis-
charge chamber. This effect is illustrated in Figure 5 which indicates
three different discharge chamber designs and their associated beam
current density profiles. Studies using a divergent magnetic field
geometry [16] have indicated a good statistical correlation exists
between the shape of the beam current density profile at the accelerator
grid and the ion number density prefile near the screen grid. Similarly,
a good qualitative correlation between the ion density and beam current
density profiles was observed with the radial field thruster design [17].
The relationship between the magnetic field geometry and ion
density profile can be explained on the basis of electron transport
along, and transverse to, the magnetic field lines. In the axial
magnetic field thruster illustratec, in Figure 5a, the high-energy
electrons are emitted by a refractory-metal cathode located on the
thruster centerline. The emitted electrons have direct access to the
I
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central core of the chaml)er and reach the remainder ol the chamber cror, s
section by collisions with neutrals and to a I_,.... ,, =_._,_-,extent, 'ion'_ The
inelastic collisions with neutrals and ions result.s 'in primary electrons
losing much of their energy. As a result the high-energy electrons are
concentrated in the central core region, and the ion production rate and
ion density decrease radially towards the anode.
The divergent magnetic field geometry illustrated in Figure 5b
._ allows the energetic electrons access to the entire chamber cross
section by traveling along the magnetic field lines which originate near
the baffle aperture region. The primaries are no longer confined to the
_ central portion of the chamber but have access to the entire bell-shaped
region as illustrated in the figure. This region is known as the
primary electron region, and the upstream boundary is called the
"critical field line." The critical field line is defined as the inner-
most field line which intercepts the anode. The basis for this defini-
tion is simply that once an energetic electron crosses this line it is
collected by the anode. This occurs because the potential drop in the
anode plasma sheath is insufficient to reflect the high-energy electrons.
As a consequence the high-energy, or primary, electrons are confined to
the "primary electron region." The Maxwellian electron temperature also
-JJ drops beyond the critical field line since the anode represents a sink
for the electrons in the tail of the distribution The low-energy
,_.,>_ • •
electrons which exist outside the primary electron region are inefficient
in ionizing neutrals, and consequently the plasma density in this region !
is much lower. Experimental results have shown that thruster performance
is determined by the plasma conditions existing within the primary
I I ..... 7
........ ?I
_. electron region [I_], and d-'c• i ....h,_rg(_ chaml_,r cH_m_c.l.rycl_an_leS _xternal Lr_
i this region have esscmtially vie) c_,ffecl. ()n I.hru'.,ter I_erfc_rmanc:c'
i A comparison of the beam currL, nt dc:nsity I_r_)files of the axial and
"-_i divergent field LhrusLers indicateF, a substantial improvemerlt in the,
uniformity of the profile has been realized as a result of exl)andin!l the
_'L . primary electron region to cover the entire chamber cross section at the
downstream end of the thruster.
*': Another discharge chamber geometry which results in a further flat-
tening of the ion beam profile is the radial field thruster illustrated
!.
if in Figure 5c. This geometry has an extremely divergent, or radial,
magnetic field arrangement. High-energy electrons emitted by the
cathode are free to gyrate about field lines which are directed radially,
and the electrons diffuse axially to the anode which is located in the
upstream end of the chamber. Plasma property uneasurements in this
thruster reveal a uniform density profile in the radial direction, and
this uniformity is reflected in the beam profile shape illustrated in
Figure 5c. The beam flatness parameter of this profile is about 0.51
and was the highest value reported in the literature at the time this
investigation was initiated.
Residence ,'ime Theory
A comparison of the shape of the critical magnetic field line and
the bea,l current density profile ()f the diw_rclent field thruster
illustrated in Figure 5b reveals a striking silnilarity. The ')ea,l
currenL density profil(;is hull-shiilu_,d;much like the Ul)streamhc}undary
of the primary electron reqion. His obserw_tion sUq,l,,,,t,, the inn
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dcmsity near the screen grid is a function of the distance between the
critical Field line and the grids; a reasonable result considering the
,_,. probability of a neutral encountering an ionizing electron as it drifts
.... through a specified region
. ' If one considers neutral trajectories which are parallel to the
thruster axis, the length of time a neutral atom resides in the primary
" electron region is given by the expression
.!
L (7)
°
.... where r = neutral residence time
L = distance between the critical field line and screen grid
, Vo = neutral particle speed
%
In order to encounter an ionizing collision the neutral atom must, on
'_-' the average, reside in the primary electron region for a period equal
_-- to the characteristic time for ionization. The ionizing collision fre-
° quency for a neutral ground state atom interacting with primary and
Maxwellian electrons is given by the expression
= npaVp + nm <_V m > (8)
d
where _ : ionizing collision frequency
np = primary electron density
.... nm = Maxwellian electron density
o . Vm = Maxwellian electron speed
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Vp = primary electron speed
_ = ionization cross section
The symbol <Q > denotes the average of an energy-dependent quantity
Q for the Maxwellian distribution function. Equating the neutral
residence time with the reciprocal of the ionization frequency results
in the following expression for the minimum depth of the primary
electron region
VoL : (9)
npJVp + nm <aVm>-
The neutral residence length L was calculated using Equation 9 and
the measured plasma properties of a SERT II divergent field thruster.
An iron filings map was used to determine the distance between the
critical field line and the screen grid as a function of thruster
radius. This distance was normalized by the calculated value of L
for each radial position and in this form represents the probability
for ionization. The results of these calculations are presented in
Figure 6 along with the measured beam current density profile of this
thruster. The similarity between these profiles suggests the neutral
residence time consideration is a viable approach to shaping the beam
current density profile. This implies the beam profile can be made
more uniform by increasing the neutral residence time at the periphery
of the discharge chamber. Since the residence time is determined by
the distance between the critical field line and screen grid, moving
the field line upstream at the thruster periphery should produce the
24
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Figure 6. Variation of the ratio of field line-screen grid
separation to neutral residence length and beam
current density with thruster radius.
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_i I desired effect. However, this modification will increase the volume of
_i the ion production region, and the effect of this increase on thruster
performance must also be taken into account.
o
L" Performance Considerations
: The SERTII thruster is a high-performance engine which was
/ developed during an extensive test program involving over I00 discharge
chamber configurations [20]. The goal of the present investigation is
• to improve the beam profile flatness of this thruster as a means of
extending the accelerator system lifetime. At the same tim-c ii-. is
desirable to maintain, or perhaps improve upon, the high performance
level of the SERT II thruster. For this reason, expressions relating
the thruster power loss and propellant utilization to the discharge
chamber geometry will be developed and used to predict thruster modifi-
_ cations which result in a uniform beamprofile while maintaining good
overall performance.
_ An expression for the propellant utilization efficiency can be
derived by considering the single ion production and loss rates. It is
assumed that uniform plasma properties exist within the ion production
region, and that single ions are produced from the atomic ground state
as a result of primary and Maxwellian electron impact. The ions are
lost at the boundary of the production region at a rate given by the
modified Bohmcriterion [21]. Equating the production and loss rates
for steady-state operation results in the following expression for the
ion flux density
26
niV i = novV/A (I0)
where ni = ion density
no = neutral density (ground energy state)
Vi = modified Bohm velocity
: ionization collision frequency
V/A = primary electron region volume-to-surface area ratio or
characteristic length
The propellant utilization expression is obtained by multiplying the
ion flux density by the screen grid effective open area Ai and
dividing by the propellant flow rate
novAiV/A
nu - _ (ll)
The neutral loss rate and propellant flow rate are related to the pro-
pellant utilization by the expression
no : (l nu)m (12)
where _ is the neutral loss rate and is given by the free-molecularo
flow expression
*The effective open area of the screen grid is sometimes greater
than the geometric open area due to the plasma sheath assuming a con-
cave shape near the upstream side of the screen grid. The effect of
this condition is to deflect ions into the beam which would otherwise
have recombined on the screen grid.
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noVoAo
no .... _4- - (13)
Ao is the effective sharp-edged orifice area of the accelerator system.
Combining Equations (II), (12), and (13) results in the desired expres-
sion for the propellant utilization
1
nu = VoAo (I 4)1 +
4_Ai V/A
In deriving Equation (14), it was assumed that single ions were
produced from the atomic ground state. However, the excited states of
mercury (particularly the 61PI resonance state and 63P2 metastable
state) contribute substantially to the total production rate [22]. To
account for this, the ground state reaction rate no_ should be replaced
by the total reaction rate which includes the excited states. In the
final result, the collision frequency _ can be replaced by an effective
collision frequency _which is given by the following expression
i i
nm i + _nr i (15)
_ + _"_'_oom. _oo r
U= I ii i
nm nr
1 + _"]_n n
i o i o
where the subscripts r and m refer to the resonance and metastable
states, and the summation is over all excited states which cnntribute
2significantly to the production of single ions. The collision fre-
i and i are given _y Equation (8) with the cross section ,_quencies vm Vr
• replaced by the cross sections _ and _.
_; As a first approximation the discharge power, or beam ion produc-
tion cost, can be expressed as the product of the plasma ion production
/ cost Ci and a factor which is the ratio of primary electron region
.... surface area to screen grid effective open area [18]
P = CiA/A i (16)
i ,
The plasma ic. production cost represents the energy required to
>
produce a plasma ion and consists primarily of inelastic collisional
losses.
._' If one assumes the plasma properties remain constant, or vary in
such a way that Ci and _ remain constant, then Equations (14) and (16)
• can be used to demonstrate the effect of discharge chamber geometry on
• thruster performance. For example, Equation (16) shows the discharge
i
o power will remain constant if the ratio A/A i is held fixed. This re-
quirement and Equation (14) indicate the propellant utilization also
remains constant if the ratio Ao/V is fixed. These results are useful
scaling relationships for the thruster designer. For instance, if the
i'
primary electron region has a cylindrical shape the performance
parameters given by Equations (14) and (16) can be simplified to the
following form by introducing the area and volume relationships for a
_ cylinder of length ' a_)d radius r
-- _ II I I I I I
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P____2_ (1 + _/r) (17)
Ci _i
1
%; --(1 + v°q_° 1 +
2'o@i
t
@o and @i are the effective open area fractions of the accelerator
system to neutrals and ions, respectively. From these expressions one
can see the importance of a large ion open area fraction in reducing
discharge losses and increasing propellant utilization. The dependence
of propellant utilization on the product Vo% illustrates the importance
of low chamber wall temperature, high molecular weight, and low neutral
open-area fraction. Both the discharge power and propellant utiliza-
tion depend on thruster radius in such a manner that large diameter
thrusters should perform better th_n small diameter ones; a well-
established experimental result. The length, on the other hano, is
seen to have opposing effects on the performance parameters. This
suggests small diameter thrusters can achieve acceptable propellant
utilization efficiencies (at the cost of higher discharge losses) by
increasing the chamber length. This prediction is also apparent if one
considers the variation in the length-to-diameter ratios of optimum
thruster designs [19].
The results of the preceeding analysis can be used for the some-
what different problem which is of interest to the present investigation.
In this case the thruster radius is fixed, and the primary electron
region can be modeled by a cylinder which lies along the axis of the
3O
.... thruster as illustrated in Figure 7a. Due to the critical magnetic
field line geometry, the effective radius of the cylinder is consider-
ably smaller than the chamber radius. This confinement of the high-
• energy electrons to the center of the chamber results in a nonuniform
beam current density profile as illustrated in the figure. In order to
/ achieve a more uniform beam profile_ the radius of the cylindrical
primary electron region can be increased by means of a magnetic field
_i modification. The basic difference between this problem and that of
• increasing the thruster diameter is that in the present case the same
grids are used and thus the open area for neutral loss remains constant
as the primary electron region is expanded radially outward. The
effect this change will have on the thruster performance parameters
can be predicted by use of the expressions derived previously.
, Equations (14) and (16) were used to calculate thruster performance
as a function of cylinder length for fixed values of cylinder radius.
_ _ The quantity VoAo/4_ in Equation (14) was evaluated using the SERT II
thruster geometry and propellant utilization. Calculations were made
_! for cylinder radii of 4 cm and 6 cm which were chosen on the following
basis. The SERT II thruster primary electron region has a volume-to-
area ratio of 1.4 cm and the length at the thruster centerline is 9 cm.
An equivalent cylinder having this same length and volume-to-area ratio
has a radius of 4 cm. The 4 cm value also represents the radius at
which the beam current density drops off rapidly as illustrated in
Figure 6. The 6 cm value was chosen as representative of the radius to
which the primary electron region can be expanded within a 15 cm
diameter discharge chamber while maintaining adequate plasma confinement
at the cylindrical chamber boundary. Different choices for the values
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Figure 7. Discharge chamber models and their associated
beamcurrent density profiles.
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of r would have no qualitative and lil:tle quantit,_l.iw_ eifect on the
results of the calculations. The performance parameters calculated in
the manner described above are presented in Figure 8. The numbers
adjacent to the symbols on these curves indicate the primary electron
region length in cm. It is interesting to note the similarity between
these curves and performance plots obtained in an operating thruster
i (e.g., Figure 2). The increase in primary electron region length has
the same effect as increasing the power input, while the increase in
radius has the same effect as increasing the propellant flow rate. The
data of Figure 8 indicate two important results: (I) increasing the
diameter of the primary electron region produces substantial perform-
ance gains and (2) an optimum length exists for each radius which
represents a <ompromise between discharge losses and propellant utili-
zation. This latter result is analogous to the performance curve
"knee" discussed earlier in the chapter.
The results of the analysis described in this and the previous
section suggest the modification to the SERT II discharge chamber
geometry illustrated in Figure 7b. The changes consist of (I) a
magnetic field modification which increases the radius of the primary
electron region and (2) a reduction in the primary electron region
length. The anticipated results of these modifications are an improve-
ment in both the uniformity of the ion beam current density profile and
the thruster performance. The improvements predicted by the simple
model are, of course, based on the assumption of constant plasma
properties.
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,:!:_ Double Ionization
_c: The presence of doubly charged ions in the discharfle chamber is
_i, undesirable for several reasons. Perhaps the most important of these
i' is sputtering damage to the interior of the discharge cllamber, partic-
: ularly the baffle and screen grid. Therefore, the effect of the
," proposed discharge chamber modification on the double ion concentration
: should be assessed. Theoretical sutdies of the double ionization pro-
• cesses occurring in mercury electron-bombardment thrusters [22] have
shown that the majority of the double ion production is due to electron
bombardment of singly charged ions. This permits an approximate
relationship for the double-to-single ion density ratio to be derived
:r,_ ._.
......_' based on the assumption that double ions are produced solely from
...... single ions. Equating the double ion production and loss rates results
in the following expression for the double-to-single ion density ratio
,, m
m
++
n++ v+ V/A
- (19)
n+ V_ Vi
:  .
. The collision frequency v+ IS given by Equation (8) with the cross
section _ replaced by the cross section for the production of double
++
ions from single ions, o+ . Comparing Equations (14) and (19) reveals
_ the dilemma the ion chamber designer is faced with. In order to achieve
high propellant utilization efficiencies the discharge chamber charac-
teristic length V/A should be large, but according to Equation (19) this
will result in a large double ion concentration.
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Fortunately, the modification preposed in Figure 7l_ result.s in a
predicted increase in the propellant utilization and a decrease in l_(_th
the discharge power loss and double-to-single ion density ratio for the
proper choices of the cylinder radius and length. This occurs since
the open area to neutral propellant loss Ao remains constant (the
, physicalopen area of the grids remainsfixed),while the effective
open area for ion extractionAi increases(ion productionregion
expandedradially). In other words, the characteristiclength V/A can
be reduced,causinga reductionin the double-to-singleion density
ratio. At the same time the quantityAiV/A can be increased,producing
_ an increase in the propellant utilization; while A/Ai can be reduced,
producing a decrease in the discharge power loss. As an example, one
might assume an initial primary electron region length and radius of
9 cm and 4 cm. If the primary electron region length were reduced to
4 cm and the radius increased to 6 cm, one could expect a 7 percent
increase in propellant utilization, and a reduction in discharge
power and double-to-single ion density ratio of 48 and 14 percent,
respectively.
• .... • ........... - --° "z_'_ I I I I
iii. APPARATUS
The discharge cllamber used in this investi,],_ i_,l. _,, i illlstrai: i ,
/
Figure 9 along with the SERT II thruster d'i._clh_,l.i.., l i,,_mher. The m_i_,,
difference between the two configurations is tlle add1Lional soft_ir_nl
pole piece located between the cathode and anode l,ole piere';. This
modification produces the cusped magnetic field (¢:Nf) u_:o,l_t.r'.;' "ill_J'
trated in the figure and results in an increase in the neutral resideii(
length throughout most of the chamber. The SERT II thruster perman_mi
magnets were replaced with electromagnets, and current to the magnet
windings is provided by separate power supplies enabling independent
control of the fields produced in the regions between the pole pieces.
The original soft-iron thruster end plate was replaced with an aluminum
plate, and the upstream electromagnets were designed to provide a
permeable path between the cathode and center pole pieces. These
features insure that the minimum path length through the plasma in the
upstream end of the chamber is between the pole pieces and resultos in
a predominantly radial magnetic field in this region.
The rusped magnetic field geometry is produced by mdintaining the
a cathode and anode pole pieces at the same magnetic polarity. Reversinq
• the current direction through either set of electromagnets changes the
polarity of this set and results in a divergent magnetic field geometry.
This unique feature a]lows radical changes in the magnetic field
geometry to be made during thruster operation by simply reversing a
F_- r......,_---- F- I I
'! I
I
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switch. The purpose of the divergent magnetic field geometry was not
_ to duplicate the SERT 11 magnetic field, but to allow the effects of
two radically different magnetic field geometries to be evaluated with
_ the same discharge chamber and identical operating conditions. An lro_
filings map illustrating the field geometries obtained with this
, arrangement is presented in Figure I0.
o
The length of the cylindrical anode losated in the downstream end
of the chamber was reduced to permit the installation of the center
magnet pole piece, and a disc-shaped anode was installed in the upstream
end of the chamber. This electrode is constructed of stainless steel
_ screen which provides a uniform distribution of the neutral propellant
flow to the discharge chamber. The axial position of the upstream anode
can be varied during thruster operation, and this capability permits
some operator control of the plasma properties and thruster performance
by altering the plasma confinement at the upstream boundary of the
: primary electron region.
_ The separation distance L between the center and anode pole pieces
determines the length-to-diameter ratio of the primary electron region,
and this parameter is easily varied by replacing the downstream section
of the chamber. The ability to vary the primary electron region length,i
magnetic field geometry, and anode position makes the discharge chamber
designed for this investigation a unique and flexible research tool.
: Some additional features include the following: (I) a variable
_ magnetic baffle [23] which is useful in regulating the conductivity of
the plasma in the annular region between the cathode pole piece and
baffle, (2) individual vaporizers which permit independent control of
the main and hollow cathode Flow rates, and (3) large orifice diameter
t"......
4O
(0.5 mm)main and neutralizer cathodes which facilitate thruster
operation at high beam current conditions.
The accelerator system is a high perveance dished type which pro-
vides good thermal stability and high beam current capacity at the
specific impulse level desired for North-South stationkeeping of
geosynchronous satellites. The screen electrode has a 76 percent open-
area fraction to minimize ion recombination losses, and the accelerator
electrode has a 54 percent open-area fraction to reduce neutral propel-
lant loss. The accelerator grid is compen_.ated to reduce the beam
divergence and resultant thrust loss caused by the spherical shape of
the accelerator system.
Mass flow rates are determined by timing the drop of the liquid
mercury column in a precision bore glass tube, and these measurements
are considered accurate to within :k3 percent. Currents and voltages
used in performance calculations are measured using digital voltmeters,
and all other electrical measurements are made with moving-coil meters.
The accuracy of the digital meters is _I percent of full scale, while
that of the panel meters is _2 percent of full scale.
Plasma diagnostic information is obtained by the use of a movable
Langmuir probe [24]. The collector is 0.074 cm diameter tantalum wire
which extends 0.127 cm beyond an aluminum oxide insulator. A sliding
protective sleeve is used to shield the probe and insulator from
sputtered material when not in use.
A Faraday cup probe [24] is used to measure the ion beam current
density profiles at a distance of (, mmdownstream of the accelerator
qrid. The double and sinqle ion components of the curren density pro-
file are obtained by use of a collimating _ x _ momentum analyzer [25].
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• A precision stepper motor is used to pitch the analyzer to within
•__0.05 ° of the desired angle, and an electrically driven worm drive
: assembly is employed to sweep the analyzer through the ion beam. The
collector current is measured by a Model 416 Keithley picoammeter
having an accuracy of ±3 percent of full scale.
The thruster was operated in the Ion Propulsion Research Facility
: at Colorado State University. The vacuum tank is a stainless steel
cylinder 1.2 m in diameter and 4.6 m long and has a cryogenic target
: and liner. High-vacuum pumping is accomplished with an oil diffusion
: pump, and the tank liner, target, and diffusion pump baffles are cooled
r
by circulating liquid nitrogen, luring thruster operation the tank
pressure is in the 10-6 torr range.
¢
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6I , . IV. PROCEDURE
Thruster operating conditions were selected on the basis of using
a 15 cm diameter mercury thruster to satisfy the North-South station-
, keeping requirements of a 700 kg geosynchronous satellite [26]. The
specific impulse and thrust requirements of this mission dictate a
._. 600 mA beam current with screen and accelerator grid potentials of
?
_ . +1000 V and -500 V, respectively [27]. Typical thruster operation at
the performance curve knee results in a propellant utilization effi-
ciency of about 80-85 percent. This range of utilization and the
_ desired 600 mA beam current results in a nominal propellant flow rate
of 730 mA which was the standard flow used in this investigation.
A 37 V anode potential was chosen as the nominal value and repre-
sents a compromise between ionization efficiency and thruster lifetime
considerations. The anode power supply was operated in the current-
limited mode, and the desired anode potential was achieved by varying
_ the plasma conductivity in the baffle aperture region. The variation
could be achieved either by altering the division between the cathode
and main flow rates or by use of the variable magnetic baffle. In
general it was found that a slight performance gain could be realized
by using the cathode flow rate to achieve the desired voltage level,
and the magnetic baffle was used primarily to stabilize thruster con-
ditions immediately after startup. The anode potential could then be
maintained t)y simultaneously reducing both the baffle magnet current
: i -¸ r" I
\
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and cathode flow rate. The low cathode flow condition which was
reached when the baffle circuit was de-energized is apparently respon-
sible for the enhanced performance and has been observed by other
investigators [20].
Four discharge chamber lengths were evaluated during this investi-
gation and correspond to I00, 75, 63, and 38 percent of the SERT II
thruster length. For all but the short discharge chamber, data were
obtained for both the cusped and divergent magnetic field geometries
with the upstream anode located in two different axial positions.
After the initial starting transient had decayed, the propellant
flow rates were monitored and vdporizer currents varied until the
desired flow rate was reached and three consecutive total flow readings
were within ±I percent of each other. As soon as the desired steady-
state conditions were reached, data were recorded in the following
sequence: (I) The Faraday cup probe was swept through the ion beam
and the probe collection current recorded at 5o intervals. These data
were later punched on cards and used as input to a computer program
which performed the integration for the beam current and beam flatness
parameter. The integrated beam current determined in this manner was
usually in agreement with the measured current to within _2 percent.
(2) The Langmuir probe was positioned at various radial and axial
locations within the discharge chamber, and a cDntinuous variation of
collector current versus voltage was obtained by use of an x-y plotter.
The soacing used in the probe surveys was 1.3 cm axially and Z.2 cm
radially. This gave a total of 28, 20_ 16, and 4 probe loc_ti_ns for
the four chamber lengths investiqated. The plotted Lanqmuir probe
output was converted to digital form and punched on cards by use of an
T _ T I¸ _ T|
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Autotro] digitizer. These data were then us_,d a_, ,lqJuL t.() a computer
routine which performed calculations to yield Lh_ plasma pl(}i)_.'rties.
A numerical procedure for analyzing tile Langmuir probe data wds
developed as a part of this investigation and is described by Beattie
[28]. (3) The _ x [_ momentum analyzer was swept tilrough the ion beam
at pitch angles of O, 5, I0, and 15o . The collector current sensed by
a picoammeter, as well as the output of a position-indicating poten-
tiometer, was recorded by use of an x-y plotter. The current versus
position curves were subsequently digitized and used as input to a
computer routine which performs the double integration required to
obtain the single and double ion beam current components. The integral
equations used in the program are derived by Wilbur [22]. (4) Dis-
charge power versus propellant utilization curves were obtained by
varying the output current of the anode power supply. During the per-
formance data acquisition the anode potential was allowed to vary in a
manner determined by the conductivity of the discharge chamber plasma.
Although this procedure permits rapid data acquisition and gives some
idea of the performance trends, it should be pointed out that data
obtained in this manner do not necessarily indicate the optimum
thruster performance since they were obtained at a nonoptimum arc
voltage level.
The use of a sliding protective sleeve on the Langmuir probe
insulator was found to extend the useful lifetime of the probe by
almost an order of magnitude. Unshielded probe insulators often became
coated with sputtered conducting material resultin(_ in an increase in
probe collection area and erroneous plasma properties. The sleeve
assembly effectively shielded the probe insulator from sr.L_tered
\ I
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material when the probe was not in use. By rotatinq the probe collector
vertically upward the sleeve would slide downward and expose the
collector to the plasma. After the probe survey was completed the
probe was rotated downward and the sleeve would slide down the probe
insulator and enclose the collector. The probe assembly was stored in
_- a low-density region of the discharge chamber which further reduced the
possibility of contamination and minimized any disturbing effects the
probe might have on the plasma.
I
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V. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
The experimental results obtained with the cusped and divergent
magnetic field geometries are presented in the first and second sections
of this chapter. The third section presents the results for a radial
magnetic field geometry which represents the limiting case of zero
length-to-diameter ratio for the discharge chamber of both the cusped
and divergent field geometries. The final section presents a compari-
son between the optimum cusped magnetic field discharge chamber and
the SERT II thruster.
i Cusped Magnetic Field ThrusterE
Beam current density profiles are presented in Figure II for the
three chamber length-to-diameter ratios investigated. Two profiles are
presented for each chamber length; one corresponds to the upstream
position of the anode which resulted in optimum thruster performance,
and the other corresponds to a downstream, or nonoptimum, anode position
which degraded thruster performance. The beam flatness parameter was
increased slightly with the anode in the nonoptimum position for all
three discharge chamber lengths. However, changes i;_ the flatness
parameter were less than 3 percent suggesting the anode position has
little effect on the beam flatness parameter. The effect of d ischarqe
The I_o_itior_s refer to the upstream anode. The downstream anode
(e.(l.. Fiqure g) was connected electrically in parallel with the up-
sl.r_,m_ anode, and its position was fixed.
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Figure lla. Cusped magnetic field thruster beamcurrent
density profiles (L/D = 0.53). 730 mA
propellant flow rate, 4 A anode current,
37 V anode potential.
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density profiles (L/D = 0.23). 730 mA
propellant flow rate, 4 A anode current,
37 V anode potential.
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=:_.... chamber length reductions was to increase the beam flatness parameter
some 12 percent as the chamber length was reduced to 63% of the SERT II
f,
thruster length. Figure 12 presents Lhe beam current density profile
_L_ for the short discharge chamber operated at a throttled propellant flow
_,_. rate of 461 mA. Comparison of this figure with the corresponding pro-
_ file of Figure llcindicates a substantial increase in the beam flatness
_ parameter was realized as a result of throttling the propellant flow__.. rate.
: Performance curves corresponding to the optimum upstream anode
= position are presented in Figure 13 for the three discharge chamber
_ , lengths investigated. The discharge power loss was reduced approxi-
mately I00 eV/ion as a result of decreasing the discharge chamber
: length-to-diameter ratio, and the short and intermediate chambers have
about the same performance. The propellant utilization has not been
corrected for the presence of multiply charged ions, and, as a result,
.... utilizations of over I00 percent are indicated in Figure 13. The solid
i symbols on the performance curves indicate a 37 V anode potential and
correspond to the operating conditions at which the Faraday, Langmuir,
and _ x _ momentum analyzer probe data were recorded. The flagged
symbols used in Figure 13 correspond to the nonoptimum anode position
.... and indicate the severe performance degradation which accompanied the
downstream movement of the anode. The close proximity of these data
points indicates the performance is essentially independent of the
discharge chamber length when the anode is in the downstream position.
The ratio of the double-to-single ion beam current components is
presented as a function of discharge chamber length-to-diameter ratioj,i.
in Figure 14. The downstream position of the anode is seen generally
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Figure 12. Cusped magnetic field thruster beam current density
profile (throttled flow condition, L/D = 0.28).
461 mA propellant flow rate, 4 A anode current,
37 V anode potential.
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Figure 13. Cusped magnetic field thruster performance
comparison. 730 mA propellant flow rate.
Shaded symbols indicate the performance
corresponding to 4 A anode current and 37 V
anode potential.
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Figure 14. Cusped magnetic field thruster double-to-single
ion beam current ratio. 730 mA propellant flow
rate, 4 A anode current, 37 V anode potential.
The interln(!(li(iL{: (:.hilllll)l!r' I(_Fi!ll.II l"{",ul I.e(l ii_ l i_.... _'_ {, '. Inql(,
ion currenl,raLio, (|IIld both th(._ ir,t(:rm(_(liaL(:,_t_(l_,, i_,,ml..... _'(;
close t.o Ol}tiiiluul From the' staIldl)ui_Fl, uf uii_Jlm_u:,du_, -i,,-, , (II(: -iutl
CurrelIICratio.
The results of l-ic]ure 14 indicate a r'elativ,.l._ ,,..,duui,ie-.tf)-s-ir_!jl(:
ion density ratio exists inside the various discha_ chamb_.,,"geometries.
The double-to-single ion number density and cur,"en; ,:i. ios ,_,"e related
by a factor of 2v/22. The factor 2 accounts For t.he .]her ci,orge and the
factor /2 accounts for the higher velocii:.y of the d." _:le ion Tl_us the
maximum current ratio of 8 percent is equivalent to I: double to-single
,... ,h(. pro-ion density ratio near the screen qrid of about 3 _._,t. _
pellant utilization and thrust calculated fr(ml the. ....._sur,:,d i_eam cuFre.rlt
must be corrected to c_ccount -F()r the error i_l ,:. ' i_ ',resence of
double ions in the beam curreHt u]e,_surement, i i,,., u_,_,,?by use of
the followin.q relationships
1 I *+l +
(_u)true 2 i-_
_'u-)-ca I cul a ted I ++ 20 )
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where I++/I + is the double-Co-single ic)n beam current ratio, lhes_
corrections are necessary since each dc)ut)le ion c(}rltributic)rl t() the
measured beam current is 2/2 greater than tile single ion contribt_ti()n
due to the higher charge and velocity of the double ion. The propel-
lant utilization and thrust correction factors calculated for a double-
to-single ion current ratio of 5 percent, which is typical of Figure 14,
are 0.976 and 0.986, respectively. These relatively small corrections
correspond to a 37 V anode potential which is indicated by the use of
shaded symbols in Figure 13. Propellant utilizations greater than the
values indicated by the shaded symbols were obtained at higher discharge
voltage levels which results in an increase in the production rate of
doubly charged ions. As a result one would expect a larger correction
to the measured propellant utilization at the higher power levels, and
this is indicated in Figure 13 by the fact that the measured propellant
utilization exceeds I00 percent. Attempts to obtain propellant utili-
zation and thrust correction factors at high power conditions were
unsuccessful due to the thermal expansion and subsequent shorting of
the accelerator system caused by prolonged thruster operation at high
discharge power levels. However, as mentioned earlier, the thruster
would in general not be operated with an anode potential in excess of
37 V due to component lifetime considerations.
Divergent Magnetic Field Thruster
Figure 15 presents beam current density profiles for the diverqent
magnetic field geometry. The optimum, or upstream, anode position
generally resulted in a more uniform beam profile and the effect ()f t_le
•.- ..... T .... T-- ..... T--" "T"
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Figure 15b. Divergent magnetic field thruster beam
current density profiles (L/D = 0.30).
730 mA propellant flow rate, 4 A anode
current, 37 V anode potential.
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nonoptimum, or downstream, location was relatiw_ly small. The l_e,llll
flatness parameter decreased when the chamber lenqth-t_-diametc_r ratio
....i_k,. was reduced from 0.53 to 0.3. Further length reducLion produced an
_ i increase in beam profile flatness but not of the same maqnitude as the
!!_!_._ original reduction. As a result the highest beam flatness parameter
i>_ was realized with the longest discharge chamber; just the opposite of
the results obtained with the cusped magnetic field geometry. With the
exception of the intermediate discharge chamber length, the effect of
! moving the upstream anode to a nonoptimum position was to reduce the
F •
_ beam flatness parameter, However, as with the cusped field geometry,
. _ the effect of anode position was small enough that the flatness param-
eter can be considered essentially independent of anode position.
Performance data for the divergent magnetic field thruster are
presented in Figure 16. The shaded symDoIS represent the 37 V anode
potential and correspond to about the same power input to the discharge
chamber. The effect of reducing the discharge chamber length was to
increase the ion beam current which results in a reduction in the dis-
charge power loss and an increase in propellant utilization. This
effect was also realized with the cusped magnetic field geometry. The
.. flagged symbols in Figure 16 indicate the performance lew.:l with the
anode in the downstream position and demonstrate the substantial per-
formance degradation which the nonoptimum anode location produced. A
comparison of the effects of anode position on thruster performance for
both the cusped and divergent field geometries shows the diver!lent field
thruster was affected to a lesser degree than the CUSl)ed field thrust_;r.
The performance data of Figures 13 and 16 for Lhe nonolJtim_mt _r_c_d_.
position suggest the chamber length w_riation had a qreater e#f_,ct on
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Figure 16. Divergent magnetic field thruster performance
comparison. 730 mA propellant flow rate.
Shaded symbols indicate the perforn;ance
corresponding to 4 A anode current and 37 V
anode potential.
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the divergent field geometry than on Lhe (;u,;pc,d li(,Id ,le(m1('l.ry. llu'
performance data also indicate the l_aselinc' d i.scllarrI(' l_(_w('r l_',s F_v" ,n
given chamber length is approximately the same for (_ii.hL,r maclnetic
field geometry. In addition, the perfc_rmance curve_ i(_r I;Il(_ d iw,rq_,vlt
magnetic field geometry have a more pronounced "knee" than the corre:;-
pending data for the cusped magnetic field geometry.
The ratios of the double-to-single ion beam currents are presented
in Figure 17 for the divergent magnetic field geometry. The effect of
reducing the discharge chamber length is to increase the double-to-
single ion current ratio, and the effect is more pronounced with the
anode in the upstream position. The effect of the downstream anode
position was to substantially lower the double-to-single ion current
ratio. Comparison of Figures 14 and 17 indicates the cusped magnetic
field discharge chamber geometry generally has a lower double-to-single
ion density ratio with the anode in the upstream location. With the
downstream anode position the diw_rgent magnetic field geometry has a
slightly lower double-to-single ion density ratio.
Radial Magnetic Field Thruster
The limiting case of a zero length-to-diameter ratio discharge
chamber was investigated for both the cusped and divergent magnetic
field geometries by removing the downstream section of the discharge
chamber. The resulting chamber geometry is illustrated in Fi_lure 18.
In this configuration the magnetic field is predc',u:ini_v_Lly radi,ll and
the discharge chamber length is 3{-; percent of the S,rRT II thruster
length. The end plate used in this thruster was i(hmtical to tile SERT
II design, and the dished 5 Ids were uncompensated and had a 5H, I_ercent
,,, , I i I
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:I .. open-area fraction, These minor configuration changes ar_ assumed to
have little effect on the thruster beam profile and performance level,
_m#'_ and the results obtained with this thruster will be compared with the
• t.,
_..... results presented in the preceeding sections
_ The beam current density profile of the radial field discharge
chamber geometry is presented in Figure 19. The profile is highly
nonuniform (F = 0.23) and resembles the profile of the axial field
•, thruster illustrated in Figure 5a. Performance data for the radial
field thruster geometry are presented in Figure 20 and indicate a
serious performance degradation resulted from reducing the chamber
_ length-to-diameter ratio to zero. Although the baseline discharge loss
_ • is comparable to the cusped and divergent magnetic field thrusters, the
propellant utilization at the knee of the performance curve is only
about 40 percent.
x,
_ Comparison With The SERT II Thruster
Nondimensional ion beam current density profiles are presented in
Figure 21 for the SERT II and cusped magnetic field thrusters. The
integrated beam current is the same for each profile, and when normal-
ized in this manner the reciprocal of the peak normalized current
- density is numerically equal to the beam flatness parameter. The ideal
current density profile has a normalized current density of unity and
is shown in Figure 21 fur comparison. The normalized profiles indicate
a drama'_ic improvement over the SE.R[ TI thruster beam profile uniformity i
......._'_:: *The cusped magnetic field _hruster was operated with these same
minor changes, and the effects on beam profile flatness and performance
level were quite small.
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Figure 19. Radial magnetic field thruster beam current
density profile. 492 mA propellant flow
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Figure 20. Radial magnetic field thruster performance.
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was accomplished with the cusped magnetic field disch_r!le chamber
design. The beam flatness parameter of the cusped field ge(mk,l ry i_,
about 30 percent greater than the SERT II thruster value for t.he !,_IIL_
discharge chamber length. The flatness parameter of the shorter
chamber geometries is about 40 percent higher than the SERT II thrusl..
value.
i A performance comparison between the SERT II and the cusped fieldthrusters is presented in Figure 22. The cusped field data correspond
to a discharge chamber length-to-diameter ratio of 0.3 and indicate a
slightly higher baseline discharge loss than the SERT II thruster. The
performance at the "knee" of the curves is nearly identical fcr both
thrusters.
A summary of the thruster operating conditions, performance level,
beam flatness, and double-to-single ion current ratio is presented in
Table 1 for the SERT II and optimum cusped field thrusters. These data
indicate the cusped magnetic field thruster offers substantial improve-
ments in the uniformity of the beam and double ion current density
profiles. The increase in the flatness parameters of these profiles is
about 40 percent. In addition, the double-to-single ion current _'atio
in the cusped field geometry is approximately 36 percent less than the
corresponding SERT II thruster value. The performance degradation
accompanying these improvements is relatively small; approximately 7
percent increase in discharge power loss and a 4 percent reduction in
propellant utilization.
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TABLE 1
!
COMPARISONOF THE SERT II THRUSTERAND OPTIMUM
,. CUSPEDFIELD THRUSTEROPERATINGCONDITIONS
AND PERFORMANCEPARAMETERS
i SERT II CUSPEDFIELD
THRUSTER THRUSTER(L/D=O.3)
i
, Operating Conditions
i Anode Potential (V) 38 36.7
Anode Current (A) 4.1 4.3
Beam Current (mA) 654 625
Propellant Flow Rate (mA) 725 730
Performance Parameters
i
Discharge Power Loss (eV/ion) 239 256
i Corrected Propellant Utilization (%) 86.8 83.5
Double-to-Single lon Current Ratio (%) _.I 5.2
Beam Flatness Parameter 0.49 0.68
i Double-lon Beam Flatness Parameter 0.27 0.38
I
E
II
i
Vl. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
A discussion of the improvement in the ion beam uniformity which
resulted from the cusped magnetic field modification is presented in
the first section of this chapter. The next section describes a pro-
cedure which was developed for use in defining the ion production
region of an arbitrary discharge chamber configuration. The following
section presents the volume-averaged pl_sma properties for the ion
production region defined in this manner. These properties are then
used to explain many of the performance characteristics presented in
Chapter V. A comparison between the experimental results and the
predictions based on the performance and double ionization considera-
tions of Chapter II is presented in the next part of the chapter. The
final section discusses the beam profile shape and performance charac-
teristics of the radial field thruster configuration.
Beam Profile
The cusped magnetic field discharge chamber modification was quite
successful in improving the uniformity of the SERT II thruster beam
current density profile. For the same discharge chamber length, the
cusped magnetic field configuration resulted in an increase in the
SERT ii thruster beam flatness parameter of about 3_ percent (from O.4g
to 0.64). Reducing _he discharge chamber length resulted in ruff.her
improvements in the beam profile uniformity, and with the chamber lenqth
•, mo 7
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reduced to 63 percent of the %I:R[ l[ t.ht-'ust.r_r v,blu_: l:ilu fli_tnuss l_ara,i -
eter was about 40 percent higher. The, iml_rc_vc:mc_ntin the il._ t,mm_
flatness is due to the existence of a radially urriform ion dc_v_,ity
profile near the screen grid. This is illustrated in Figure 23 which
shows the ion density profiles for the three different discharge chamb_,_
lengths. The improvement in the ion beam current density uniformity
which accompanied the discharge chamber length reductions can be ex-
plained by considering the magnetic field variations produced by these
reductions. Figure 24 shows the radial variation in the axial component:
of the magnetic field at a point midway between the center and anode
pole pieces. These measurements indicate a substantial reduction in the
magnetic field fringing was realized with the shorter discharge cham-
bers, and this produces a relatiwly field-free region over a large
fraction of the discharge chamber volume. The absence of a significant
magnetic field eliminates the need for a radial plasma density gradient
and results in much more uniform ion density and beam current density
profiles.
Ion Production Region
In divergent field thrusters the region of the chal,her where the
bulk of the ion production occurs has been defined by considerinq an
iron filings map of the magnetic field confiquration. U!,inr] this pro-
cedure the upstream boundary of the ion producti_n re,lion can be
approximated by the "critical" ma_,net'c field line., which is defined as
the innermost field line which intercepts the c.vlindri_al arlo(le. In
the cusped field thr_Jstf,r dis_:t_,lt.!r, c:hal,l_-r lhr, _l_,tirlitir_v_ uf lhu
_.ritical fictld lit,! i-, r_,,,14 i_ ,itr. I l>y i tit' f_rt,',_,ru:(' nt- l:hr, ,_l,litic_ll,_l
I'
lJqurr, 2.;. l ll.,;,,.I i,nl,lr_,.l i, ii,.I,I l!l_!i.t_,t i,,l_ .I,_'.i',' l,l,,lti '.
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lilnflll(!L I)(_1_' I_il'(:( ' nllrl ,iluJdf!. Ill i<, (:r,,l)l i(.nl J(Jnl ln(mil_lf<l ltlf, _l('v{'l_,lJ.
Ill(!FIt flf it flllnlll, il.nl, iv(t I)t°_(_dur( t l(,r (1_,1Jllill,i 1.til, J,)ll I_r_,,I,J_ I J(_ll v,,l_m_'
irl aH _]rl_JLrar.y dJ',(.hnrflr, (.h(llllliftr rlf!:,J_lll. -II1(, I,r,ltl_J(I _lf,v,.I;,i.,d l_,r
(J(_.lJrlillfl I;lln h()undnt'y (if th(, i(n_ pr(_lu(1, i_Ji_ v(_lul,(: (._HI<,J!,I.'. (JI lll,,
foll()winfl stel)S: (1) The I)la_>in<i irfJller'tit,!,, ,1,, H(!Lorlilili(,d I)y I,lli_lilUlii
:.. probe illeaSllrelilerlts > ,}ire ilsed tn c;ill (.ulnt(' I.lil.. i{)lii z,J Lirill <:ol I i', i_>N I i ,..
quency at each probe location by use of Iquation (/.',). The c,tlc.ul<_t.nd
collision frequencies are norlnalized with respect to the inaXilliUlil v;ilu(_,
and contours of the norlnalized collision frequerlcies are deterrlilned.
(2) The single and double ion production rcltes are calc:tilated for lh(.,
entire discharge chamber voluille. The collision frequen(;y contour whici_
encloses a large fraction (e.g., 95 percent) of the total sin!lie _,r
double ion production rate is then used as the ion production reGirm
boundary. Once the boundary has l_een identified, volun_e-averaged
values for the discharge chamber plasnla properties can be calculated.
These volume-averaged properties are useful for comp_rillg the variuus
discharge chamber configurations and explaining the thruster l-)nrfclri,ai_(.,.
characteristics. As a part of this investigation, a (;ol,puter rouLille
was developed to perform the analysis des_zribed above. Tho pro!Irai, wa':,
written to be c()illpatil)le with the ion production and w)lume-<__w>ra!linq
progranls of Peters and Wilbur [29] and calls t:hese l)r(}(Irau,, <l<-;_,u[)-
routines. Input to lho proflr<lln c(}llqistf; nf lh_) diT,(h,trfl(! {:llillut;(,l'
flc_,C)lllOl.ry, I.cln(lllltii r I)r_}l)(_ I)ositJoris, lll,i<>i!id In"ol)('rl J<",, ,ilid I h+' '.l_utit J()(]
fr<l_:l: i ()n of- the tut(ll iliil llrfldllcl j{.lii Lh,I1 ill(! firi,il i(iill(lllr l ill{, <,hnlll<l
Oilclf)%f;. The pr{iqr;ilil ouLI)Ul: _(m'-.l<;1 ', (_f ,i ,lrdllhi<,il <1i',1,1,_7 (ll lh(,
d J<;(h,ii'flt , (;thllilll(,r ,ll,lu:i!,lr7 ,ili_l (,,llJ%ii_il t'r('(!i,"ll( V _()liil,!il',, ,i', ;'_'11 ,l',
I
1.t1(' Jlili llr(l(lil(t j(lli Iq'(IJ(in ti,Jllil,l,ir7. All t'<,llutllt' !,1 liu' ,(_lii';i<_ll
7_
ll'l'cliI_'llc V 4,,i_ _,_1'., ,_II_l i_lll I),'_)_111_I ItJll t_t', i,ltl I,.nhl,i_ / _1_ f'"lJlirl_'d hy 1;h__'
"": llr'L)_lt,llll t', i_i,,,,,ib4_:,,I I,_,' ,, _1 v(,l_l_,lii Ull_,_ln,.l.i_ I J_ I_1 l, _)lltl:,l,' ,. iii I icllli.'l.
J JflJl,,,, I.ll,'., ,, ,I l i;i,, ,,'i_'.,;_._li LIn, i),l,'lnll .'_,,t ,_lli,.i_l) IF,,,}_I_!_, ._
__llll.(Hli" , ._1({ I ,_ '_)I .,11 i1,' _'('[};'(";l'"(It'; }., (' i(ll] (J.%l,!Jl, t:J(1)l'J l"i.'_JJ(_ll
<.- I_nllid,_i",, Ill,: illll_!_", ll_" _i,lil,_';I.., ,:nill.n_ll' i", P,l," ,. ,_,-,r'ln_lized _.olli_i,,_
I-'(,,,l!l,.,l(.y _j[" I1 '-)_ .l_id III;:' ,,)iI[._)1!_' l ill_, Jll,:,"._.lll,:_,;i i _, 1) I. _-or tilt:
• i_l<ll, _ JO,) ;]/,,] i,:i.J,lll r',l_
o ,
.... • Ill, :_ i-Ji°., .I i,'-> <i->_,',"ii.,_d nh<_'/,> fi_r' id._niif-yinq l:h_ i,)p. _rod_ctiorl
: ,','fl ion ll, lilil,-I,i," 11.,<, i_<:_l q,i;I _'. _l'..'f!il i,i f'i. inl I'.,tTiii<,,-'< '-f_"[ .--,',t :'- (1)
. : Illl _ Ill,'L_rlod I_l id(Ti_{.i f yillfl Li'i<._ illll)()i"i.,lill, r,"]li<'lll for -ic)ri l_rOduc:Lion
,_,,ii i'e<<tll i P.d i I<1i_ltl(:ii l_l.l.(_,l" _ttli"_,c_iiltTil{. h_:i;we?,ii t;t-ll cul <_l:c_d <-/lid iiit_i._urod
<
<lliLtl'ili{.il!s, ,li_h _ls pl'opellanL ul:ilization and double-to-single ion
". densit..y i"<_Liu, l.:l'l_-lllh_Jdbeen t-ealiz_ed wheli Lhe i, ri l_rodu(:tion reginn
i
.... : b(:ltind_zr'y l,_as identified ll_infl jl"Oil fJ]ili{j.<_ niLlp._;, (Z) Ihe collision
_i.. il'( ,ItllTli(:7 (:(lll(.nUl'S jd,:7'lli.i'fy ftliid,Ll.llllTill,il (Ji fft-'l"enc(}t, llot_,.4(:?on the CI,JS[J('CI7, " '
7i
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NORMALIZED COLLISION FREQUENCYCONTOUR
ION PRODUCTIONREGION BOUNDARY
..... Figure 25. Collision frequency contours and ion production region
_". boundary (divergent mannetic field qeo,,etry, l./r) = 0.30).
Collision frequency contour increment := fl.l.
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\
NORMALIZED COLLISION FREQUENCY CONTOUR
,,,,,.. ION PRODUCTION REGION BOUNDARY
i'
_". Fiqure 26. Collision frequency contours and ion production re,jion
• houndnry (cusped maqnetic field !leometry, L/D = 0.30).u
Collision frequency contour increment = O.l.
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production region near the chamber boundary which was realized with the
cusped magnetic field geometry.
The shape of the contour lines in the cusped magnetic field con-
figuration result in a T-shaped ion production region. This phenomenon
is due to the existence of a "magnetic bottle" in the region between
_-- the cathode and center magnet pole pieces which can be visualized by
considering the iron filings map of Figure lOa. Electrons injected
through the baffle aperture tend to follow field lines which terminate
on the center magnet pole piece. However, as the electrons approach
the pole many are reflected by the strong magnetic field which exists
there. As the reflected electrons approach the cathode pole piece many
are reflected by the strong magnetic field in this region. This trap-
ping effect is particularly evident in Figure 27 which shows the con-
tours for the cusped field di_.'harge chamber having a length equal to
the SERT II thruster length. Contours for the same discharge chamber
but a divergent majnetic field geometry are presented in Figure 28.
Comparison of Figures 27 and 28 illustrates the dramatic change in the
ion production regiGn geometry caused by the change in magnetic field
geometry.
Although the cusped magnetic field geometry generally resulted in
a more uniform beam profile than the divergent field geometry, the dis-
charge chamber having a length-to-diameter ratio of 0.53 was an excep-
tion to this rule. FigJres 27 and 28 indicate why the divergent field
geometry resulted in a more uniform beam profile than the cusped
magnetic field geometry for this particular chamber length. The
divergent field geometry has the region ol hiqh ion production located
................ i .......... =_ I ,,_'-- ' .... i ....................... --r ...... " -7
Flqure 27. Collision frequency contours cusped magnetic
field geometry. L/D = 0.53). L,ollision
frequency contour increment = O.l.
• i i
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.. Figure 28. Collision frequency conte.urs (divergent
magnetic field geometry, L/D = 0.53).
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!! near the screen grid, and the ion production region is spread out over
I
a greater fraction of the chanlber cross section.
The improvement in the beam profile uniformity which resulted from
discharge chamber length reductions was discussed earlier in the cllapter.
The reason for the flatter profile was identified as an improvement in
the uniformity of the plasnla density profile near the screen grid, and
,i this was attributed to a reduction in the magnetic field penetration
into the discharge chamber. The collision frequency contours of Figures
26 and 27 illustrate this effect quite vividly. The contours in the
downstream end of the cusped field discharge chamber have about the
same shape as the magnetic field lines in this region, and a comparison
of Figures 26 and 27 illustrates the radial expansion of the ion produc-
tion region which accompanied the reduction in magnetic field fringing.
Plasma Properties
The thruster operating conditions and volume-averaged plasma
properties are presented in Table 2 for the twelve basic discharge
chamber configurations (two magnetic field geometries and two upstream
anode positions for each of the three discharge chamber lengths investi-
gated). The thruster input power is seen to be about the same for each
configuration. The operating condition which varied is the beam
current_ or propellant utilization, which was affected most hv the
discharge chamber length and upstream anode position. Table 2 also
presents the single and double ior. collision frequencies and the
normalized densities and production rate fractions for each atomic and
ionic _ J -' .
_lecles These quantities were calculated _Jr_ing t,lle computer
rnutines described by Peters and Wilbur [29]. The normalized densities
I
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indicate thaL about 50 percent of the heavy particles are flr(H_nd state
.I atolns, 15 percent metastable atoms, and 30 l)ercunt resonance atom_;.
The remaining heavy particles are single, metastable, and doubly
___._= charged ions. The single ion production fracLions indicate that abou_
i ..... 30 percent of the single ions are produced from ground state atoms, 30,
r
i __ percent from metastable atoms, and 40 percent from resonance atoms.
I The double ion production fractions, on the other hand, show that about
.. ' 95 percent of the doubly charged ions are produced as a result of
electron interactions with singly charged ions. The number in paren-
theses adjacent to the production rate fractions indicates the fraction
of the production rate due to the primary electron group.
The plasma properties and collision frequencies presented in
Table 2 can be used to explain many of the experlnlental observations
presented in Chapter V. For example, wlth the cusped magnetic field
LI
II geometry (upstream anode position) the improvement in performance
caused by the reduction in discharge chamber length is due to the sub-
_--_ stantial increase in the single ion collision frequency ._. The plasma
..:__:: properties indicate the electron temperature and energy were increased
_ significantly when the discharge chamber length-to-diameter ratio was
:_-_:_. reduced from 0.53 to 0.3, and this more than doubled the value of the
_ single ion collision frequency. Fjrther reduction ir_ the discharge
chamber length produced a small increase in the primary electron energy
'_" and a corresponding increase in ,. Results similar to those described
above are also evident when considering the effects of discharqe chamber
. l__'n_Ith re(lucti_I1'.:, _n the diver,lent magnetic field qeor_etry. IIerr, a
., *-_I_gt,_nti,_l iI__re,_se ]rl the _:_llision fr_,quen('¢ ,_(-_wp,_li_,,l _ho r_,d_- I
,, : t.ion ir_ ,li_,_ ha_-'!_' (h,_ml,_'r lenqth-t,)-di,u_,eter _-atio frr,,_ Q.'h-',. t,, Q.Br,. I
I
II
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The higher collision frequency is seen to be due primarily t_ an ill-
crease in the Maxwellian electron temperature and I_rimary electron
energy. A further reduction in the discharge chamber len_Ith produced
a slight reduction in electron temperature and energy, and this l_wered
the single ion collision frequency. However, the ion density increased
_ due to the reduced loss rate caused by the lower electron temperat_Jre,
and this resulted in a slight increase in the beam current.
The double ionization collision frequencies listed in Table 2 can
be used to explain the variation in the double-to-single ion current
ratio presented in Figures 14 and 17. For example, the chamber length
reductions are seen to result generally in an increase in the collision
frequency due to the increase in electron temperature and energy. This
observation agrees fairly well with the measured deuble-to-single ion
current ratio trends presented in Figures 14 and 17. The downstream
movement of the anode caused a substantial reduction in the collision
frequency as a result of the reduction in the Maxwellian electron tem-
perature and primary electron energy. This produced a substantial
reduction in the double-to-single ion current ratio as illustrated in
Figures 14 and 17.
The performance degradation and reduction in the double-to-single
ion density rati which accompanied the downstream movement of the
anode was due to a substantial reduction in the collision frequencies
-- ,\, and _+ . This was caused by a significant drop in the Maxwellian
electron temperature and a slight reduction in the primary electron
energy. Figure 29 compares the Maxwellian electrr_n temperature and
primary electron energy for the two different annde position_ and
indicates the significant reduction in the Maxwellian electrnn
I
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[iqurc 29. Effect of anode position on I.laxwellian electron terq:,erature
and primary electron energy (CUSl,ed maqnetiL fiel,i uL,_,,_etry,
L/D = Q.23). 730 ,IA propellant flc_w rate, 4 A anode current,
:37 V a_ode I_ot(:ntia).
temperature which resulted from the iilow_ment of the anode, to the: d()wr_-
_,. stream position. The primary electron energy was also _'educed, hl_t the
i_ reduction is localized to the region close to the anode. An explanati(_n
for the reduction in electron temperatur(_, which resulted fr_)m the (lown-
_ str'.am anode movement can be given in the following manner. The
:: electrons are trapped in a magnetic bottle region located a distance r
from the upstream anode. Energetic electrons with a cyclotron radius
i.
: greater than r will be collected by the anode and thus the maximum
• electron speed which can exist in this region is given by the cyclotron
equation
:: liB_ r (22)Vmax m
where Vmax is the maximum electron speed, and qB/m is the electron
cyclotron frequency. If a "maximum" speed is defined for the Maxwelliar,
o'
._, distribution function such that a large fraction (e.g., 99.99 percent)
_ of the electrons have speeds less than this value, a relationship
between Vmax and the electron temperature can be obtained
: Vmax 3.2 (23)
,,- where q/m is the electron charge-to-mass ratio, and T is the Maxwellian
,, , m
electron temperature. Equating tile expressions for Vmax results in
the following relationship between the electron temperature and the
" separation distance
rTHI 0 049 clB? 2 (74)= ' ii7 r
This expression indicaLes the strong dependence of the electron temper-
ature on the separation distance r. The crude model leading to this
result cannot be expected to be valid for all values of r, of course,
since the expression was derived assuming the anode was the only factor
which limits the electron temperature, and clearly this is not the case.
What one would expect is Lhat for large values of r the anode position
has essentially no effect on electron temperature, but as the anode is
moved close, to the field lines the temperature is significantly
affected. This is just what was observed experimentally. The variation
of beam current with anode position is presented in Figure 30 which
shows that the anode was moved in the downstream direction for a con-
siderable distance with essentially no effect on the thruster perform-
ance. Further downs=ream movement resulted in a sharp reduction in the
beanl current due to the electron temperature drop. Equation (24) can
be used to estimate the anode position where the electron temperature
and beam current should drop. Figure 29 shows that the electron
temperature with the anode in the upstream position is about 4.4 eV.
The magnetic field strength near tile inner edge of the circul_r up-
stream anode is about 15 gauss. Substitutinq +hese values into E(_uation
(24) restilts in a value of r equal to 1.5 cm. Ibis agrees fairly well
with the results of Figure 30 which indicates a rapid drop in the heau_
current at about this arlode position. With the anode in th_ dowristreai_i
TtlO iriTl_Y edqe wa_ used since _Tijrrent m_',ure_,_ents us,nil <_s_'q-
ilir_nl,_(I ul_streal, I annde indil:ate alxJut 99 percent o¢ the cllrri,nl lr_ thi'x
cle(li-c_<le i'; (Jr,iwn hy th_ inner _Orlll_Ont.
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Figure 30. Variation of beam current with anode position
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Pot ffitllla ncc,
_,, The analysis of Chapter II su( (ested the discharge challlber iilodif
='.___i_:•
cation illustrated in l-igure 7b would result in a more uniform ion beam
....._. profile with improved performance =haracteristics and fewer double ions
as compared with the configuration of Figure 7a. The performance and
double ion predictions were based 3n the assumptions of a cylindrical
ion production region and constant plasma properties, and these pre-
_/I I d i C t i 0 n s generally proved to be valid in spite of the fact that, the ion
production region is not cylindrical and the plasma properties varied.
,.
_, As a result of the plasma property variations, the plasnla ion production
,. cost Ci is net a constant. Therefore, the discharge power losses
cannot be compared with the predictions of Chapter II since the plasma
.....,:. ion production cost is unknown. However, the propellant utilization
_##;
_;ff:: and double-to-single ion density ratio can be calculated by use ef the
_ expressions developed in Chapter I[ and then compared with the measured
! values of these quantities. The c.>l cul at ions were made usinq l.<luations
i
(14) dtid (19) which were derived asslJlllinq utlif(Jrlll i;,l,lsiua i,rnlleYt, ies
]
exist within the ion prc)dilc;titlr', re,lion. The fact tilat the plaslm_ pro-
l)erties in actual thrusters have a spatial variation w_Js accounted for
,d
lty introdli(iriq an equivalent unifor,l property region whi(:h l_as the same
voltllil(7 <t<, lLho rlorlllnifr.)rlil In'(.)l_rarty rf__gir.jn, Aver<_cl+' I_laslu,_ Prnl_r, rti!,s
w(,rl, (i(_l-il,(_,l R_r the _,<llliv<.ll(_nt tivoli(in '.,lllh th,]l l.h(., <tv_tci+l( , v,llul,,,
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.m-
_:_'_ production rate per unit volume over the nonunii_or,, l)rrH_erty re,lion.
',::::_: , "f, _. ch l,hat the i_il
-#_ The area of the uniforl, property regi(m was r(.duc.d u
loss rates calculated using the unifoi'm p liJsma property w_"_,:; were
the same as the loss rates calculated by integratinq the measured ion
flux rate over the boundary of the ion production region. A detailed
}
description of the procedure used te calculate the volume-averaged
plasma properties and the plasma nonuniformity factors used to reduce
the area of the ion production region is given by Peters and Wilbur
[29]. The results of the propellant utilization calculations are pre-
sented in Figure 31 which shows good agreement between the calculated
and measured values. The calculated and measured values of the double-
to-single ion density ratio are presented in Figure 32, and the agree-
ment is considered reasonable. The scatter in the data is of the same
order reported by other investigators [29].
Radial Field Thruster
The radial field thruster configuration. , which represents the
limiting case of zero length-to-diameter ratio, was found to have a
nonuniform beam profile and poor propellant utilization. The reason
for this is evident by considering Figure 33 which shows the beam
_:i current density profile and an iron filings map of the magnetic field
-_ geometry. The iron filings map shows that the field lines leaving the
_ baffle aperture region intercept the screen grid at a small fraction of
i
:; the thruster radius. This results in the confinement of the hi_lh-enerqy
electrons to a relatively small fraction of the chamber cross section
much l_ke the early axial field thrusters. In fact, the beam profilesG-
_ 92
Figure 31. Comparison of calculated and measured
propellant utilization.
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of the two thrusters are quite similar (e.g., Figures 5d and 33). With
the high-energy electrons concentrated near the chamber centerline, the
bulk of the ionization occurs in this region and neutrals outside this
central core are not likely to become ionized. This results in a
highly nonuniform beam profile and poor propellant utilization. Expand-
ing the ion production region radially by moving the field line--screen
grid interception point should result in a more uniform beam profile
and in,proved propellant utilization. Figure 34 shows the results of
shifting the field line interception point to about three-fourths of
the chamber radius. Expanding the primary electron region volume to
cover a greater fraction of the chamber cross section resulted in a 30
percent increase in the beam flatness parameter and a 26 percent in-
crease in maximumpropellant utilization.
Further improvements in the beam p_'ofile flatness and maximumpro-
pellant utilization were realized with the radial field thruster
configuration by eliminating the field line-screen grid interception.
This was accomplished by moving the accelerator system downstream as
illustrated in Figure 35. This modification allowed the high-energy
electrons access to the entire chamber cross section and resulted in a
much more uniform beam profile. At the same input power conditions the
beam flatness parameter and maximumpropellant utilization were in-
creased by a factor of two as a result of expanding the ion production
region.
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CONCLUSIONS
The most significant results of this investigation are as follows:i
z
I. The cusped magnetic field discharge chamber design resulted in
i a 40 percent increase in the flatness parameters of both the
ion beam current density profile and the double ion beam pro-
file of the SERT II thruster. Based on the reductions in the
maximum single and double ion current density, the improvement
in beam profile uniformity should result in about a 40 percent
increase in the accelerator system lifetime of this thruster.
The anticipated lifetime improvement is due to a reduction in
the charge-exchange ion erosion of the accelerator grid and
reduced sputtering of the screen grid caused by the impinge-
ment of doubly charged ions.
2. The performance degradation which accompanied the improved
beam profile uniformity is relatively small; a 7 percent in-
crease in the discharge power loss and a 4 percent reduction
in the propellant utiliz_Ltion of the SERT II thruster.
3. Analysis of discharge chamber performance and double ionization
phenomena indicated that, along with the cusped magnetic field
modification to the SERT II thr_,ster, the discharge chamber
length should be reduced. Chamber length reductions were found
to result in a discharge power loss reduction of I00 eV/ion,
j
j
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and an optimum chamber length was found. Both of these exper-
imental results are in agreement with the predictions based on
the analysis.
4. A ouantitative procedure was developed and used For defining
the ion production region boundary and was successful in
verifying the critical field line concept of divergent field
thrusters. Better agreement between theoretical calculations
and experimental measurements of propellant utilizati,)nand
double-to-single ion density ratio was realized using the
boundary defined in this manner' as opposed to a definition
based on iron filings maps.
5. The collision frequency contours indicate a fundamental
difference between the cusped and divergent magnetic field
geometries. The cusped magnetic field configuration tends to
trap en,,rgeticelectrons in a magnetic bottle region in the
upstream end of th_ discharge chamber. This phenomenon gives
rise to a T-shaped ion production region in contrast zo the
bell shape of the divergent magnetic field configuration.
6. The axial position of the upstream anode was found to have a
considerable effect on the thruster performance and d(_uble-
to-single ion density ratio. Plasma property measurements
indicated the performance degradation and reduction in double-
to-single ion density ratio associated with a downstream
movement of the anode was due primarily to a substantial
reduction in the Maxwellian electron temperature.
7. The limiting case of a zero length-to-diameter ratio ior both
the cusped and divergent maancLic field geometries wa',
, i i
i
\ i I
I00
investigated, and the perfonnance and beam profile flatness
were seriously degraded with this geometry. The source of the
problem was identified as the confinement of energetic elec-
trons to the region close to the chamber centerline, and this
was shown to be due to the magnetic field lines intercepting
the screen grid. These observations identified an important
design consideration. Discharge chambers should be designed
so that the magnetic field lines originating in the baffle
aperture region do not intercept the screen grid.
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